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Of the many problems with which the ironfounder of to-day

is faced perhaps the most important, and certainly the most inter-

esting, is this: Can the quality of Cast Iron be improved to an

extent sufficiently to raise its value and extend its function in the

eyes of the mechanical engineer? I claim that the answer to this

question is : Yes. I want to show that this question has proper

w arrant for its introduction into the deliberations of this Asso-

ciation ; that touching; the interests of the ironlounding industry

it is a useful and even a vital question.

During recent years Cast Iron has been gradually superseded

tor many important component parts of mechanical constructions

by other metals and alloys. The question is : Is this entirely the

result of the establishment of strength or physical quality speci-

fications which under any circumstances would have put Cast Iron

out of court, or only partly the result of that and partly the result

of failures on the part of Cast Iron owing to its being inferior

in its own kind or defectively manufactured. Now, in answering

this, it is not possible in this lecture to take you over the whole

range of mechanical constructions and discuss where or where

not it would be possible to employ Cast Iron; it will be sufficient

to cite one or two concrete instances in which there are good

prarti* I reasons lor supposing that Cast Iron might have held

a linst steel or wrought iron or phosphor-bronze, or some other

more costly metal or alloy, certain ground which it has actually

lost, I can, for instance, find hydraulic cylinders made of steel

which might have been constructed of Cast Iron without an

unwieldy section had the founder been able to guarantee a certain

tensile strength well within the known compass of Cast Iron. I

can had working and bearing parts of engines, such as slide-

bars, motion-blocks, eccentrics, etc., made of steel or case-har-

dened wrought iron where Cast Iron of the right hardness,

tenacity and density would have been equally, if not more, satis-

factory. I can find steel, etc., being more and more specified for

superheated steam fittings, whilst careful experimenting shows that

Cat Iron of the best quality is just as suitable. I can find the

„„,!-, homogeneous and expensive metals in use for parts of meters,

fre nr.; plani and pneumatic engines, where iron is quite capable

of meeting the necessities as regards density and strength, and

I can sometimes find highly expensive alloys used for pots, retorts,

kettles and other vessels subject to strong acid or alkaline reac-

tion^, or to the penetrating or erosive action of fumes, gases and

vapours* where iron of the right chemical composition and properly

manufactured would be at any rate a much more economical

material. The improved Cast Iron suitable for work of this

^ de ' ription must be superior to ordinary commercial qualities in

^) the Following respects : It must have a much higher specific weight

;

it mi be freer from those impurities, particularly free carbon,

) which interrupt the crystalline continuity of its structure; it must

he more regular in its structure over large masses, that is to say
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it must, though it cannot strictly be so, be much more nearly

similar in physical character to the metallic condition known a-

solid solution.

An ordinary commercial Cast Iron will have a tensile strength

of 8 or q tons' per square inch, and a specially good iron will

have a tensile strength of 12 tons, and the average specific densitj

of erey iron castings will be about 7. It the ironlounder can

turn out with certainty an iron having a constant tensile strength

of 15 or 16 tons and a constant specific density of 7.25, he will

find that he has a material capable of competing with steel in

many spheres where that metal now holds the field; providing

this iron possesses certain wearing qualities which will be exhibited

in its resistance to shock or abrasion, or to erosive actions, or

to variations of temperature, or to intermittent stresses, and this

combination of high tensile strength and high specific weight will

almost certainly mean that it does possess these qualities.

1 am exhibiting here this evening a few specimens of Cast Iron

which have shewn under careful test the tensile strength and

specific weights mentioned. The official figures relating to these

tests accompany the samples, and the only further comment I need

make on these samples is that this material is quite easily machin-

able with good tools.

I want to show how such an iron can be turned out commer-

cially in the foundrv, and first of all I must say that it is not a

question of getting these results once, but always. It is quite

common in the foundrv to get an exceptional result occasionally,

but a series of tests nearly always shews a very great variation

between the maximum and minimum results, and outputs of iron

which show wide ranges of quality are worse than useless, and in

my opinion are a particular source of danger to the trade. It 1^

these wide variations in quality which prejudice Cast Iron, since

the engineer with an unreliable material must base his calculations

on the lowest quality he has c< nizance of in the material delivered

to him. It, therefore, has no influence on the Engineer if he is told

a certain iron will give up to 16 tons tensile as long as he know

that other specimens in the same batch may only give 8 tons, or

that one casting is hard and tight as a drum if he finds that anotl

i-. soft and porous, and this irregularity in Cast Iron is at the root

of the whole question and points the morals, since it mean- eitlu

that the founder's raw material is variable in quality or that his

melting and manufacturing processes are insufficiently underst 1

or unscientifically controlled, or that both his raw material and hi

processes are variable and defective.

Now, first of all, I would like to discuss the material fron

which our high grade iron can be produced, and atterwards the

methods which should be followed in producing it. I, therefore

must plunge now into the much vexed question of pig iron and piL
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iron mixtures. I think we may classify our choice of raw materials

in 3 greal heading's :

—

(i) Consisting' of pig irons of first smelting

ind scrap iron (i.e., pig' once cast); (2) consisting ol either part pig

iron and part pig" iron or pig iron and scrap re^melted, orwholl) of re-

melted pig iron 01 ol re-melted pig and scrap; (3) of anj of 1 he preced-

ing along with teel or wrought iron in any shap< or form. Of these

thn 1 I am going strongly to advo* ate the first, i.e., mixtures of pig

iron proper and scrap, and I will give reasons for choosing this

S3 !• iti and for rej< 1 ting the others. With reference to the mixing
->f steel, wi ught iron, etc, my chief ob| ction to this is that it

throws 1 responsibility on the stall and plant in the foundr) which
tin- foundr) stafi and plant are often unable to sustain. And here

I v h il to he s|)i . tally understood that I am not addres ing myself
to specialists hen nor to those who are exceptionally skilful in

foundry arts, noi to those whose foundry equipment and installa-

tions an •
1 tionalf) ood, but to th< iverage foundr) in which,

i> 1 < perience goes, the facilities lor really »od and scientific

W ! ii' by no means what rhey might be. It would la* useles

to pni forward an) propositions on the assumption that in even
foundr) there exisl the most modern furnace and appai tus and
that every foundry is equipped on the very lai -t lines of modern
cientifii foundr) practice. What is food to one founder might b<

po on mother, and there is no way in which this, nld he better

proved tl n l>y observing the results in different foundries o
mixing st< I with iron in (lie cupola. Additions of steel or other
low carbon material to Cupola mixtures can only he su »ful

where, I dx, tin Cupola is ol the best design and the blower and
nm ons of the proper size and arranged on the proper

ti n, and s ondly, where flu- foreman ami mould- ire skilled

in carrying large bodies of metal almost imm diatel) it is melted

t ver) high temperature from the Cupola to the mouldii Boor
and the ne< es try equipment in the way of < toes, ladl , etc.,

to enable them so 10 do. The result of adding st- 1 1 to iron in

found here the Cupola will not melt quick and hot, and where
there are no' even blowi ;

I ilities for such milting, and
wl tl is no arrangement for disposing immediately of fairl

la - bodies molten metal, is sure to be disappointing. \ tem-
perature ufficientl) hi h properly to melt and fluidise the st< 1 i

not commanded and it will not mix thoroughly with the iron, and
1 hon. h slo milt'mg the steel will absorb great quantities of

rbon and sulphur. This means a patchy casting, hard and soft

weak and strong, and probably containing more deleterious

impuriti than if nothing but iron had been melted. I would like

[so to Id, hen , in relation to those cases of well equipped and
skilfull) man d foundries, where mixtures of iron and steel are

US< d \ r Ii su< 1 ss 1^ regard- the density, homo^ ieity and strength

of the castings produced, that such products will from the im-

porl mt point of view of hardness and n stance to abra »n b

inter to the best ( ->t Iron. Moreo^ 1 do not think that



although tensile and transverse strengths may be considerably

raised, they will be raised consistently above the limits obtainable

by iron alone unless the melting be done in an air furnace or a

crucible. My reasons, therefore, for rejecting- the steel addition

method are these : that it is only practicable in the most up-to-date

and highly equipped foundries/ and that it cannot give to certain

castings to the same degree as iron alone that quality of hardness

which may be described as resistance to wear and tear.

With reference to that class of mixtures which consist wholly,

or partly, of pig iron or pig iron and scrap re-melted, I condemn that

absolutely as a regular practice for these reasons. The Cupola fur-

nace is not in any sense of the word a purifying furnace, and should

not be used as such. It is certain that what the founder may achieve

in lowering Silicon by re-melting is at the cost of raising sulphur,

and, furthermore, there will be in a well-blown, quick-melting Cupola

a considerable loss of a valuable element, in which only too many
foundry irons are seriously lacking to begin with, Manganese. The
object of re-melting is to reduce the Silicon in the iron, and hence

to close the grain. This object is achieved, but the process is a

costly one, and if we assume the cost of melting iron in a Cupola

to amount, all told, to 15/- per ton, it would seem distinctly

possible for the founder to pay an extra 15/- per ton for his pig,

and thereby obtain an iron of an analysis similar to that he expects

to arrive at by re-melting. The inverse relation between Silicon

and Sulphur will almost certainly be constantly exhibited in an}

Cast Iron melted in contact with coke, but the smelter will have

more skill and a greater choice of method in bringing down a low

silicon iron with a reasonable sulphur than the ordinary Cupola

hand will have, especially if you are willing to pay him 15/- a ton

extra for his product. The alteration in the physical qualities o1

Cast Iron by melting is the direct result of the changes in the

chemical composition due to melting, and these changes are almost

impossible to control accurately in a Cupola, and they will var\

in their extent very considerably with variations in the composition
and arrangement of the fuel or the iron charged, and with tin

oxidation to which the latter is exposed during the heat and tin

duration of the whole process. It, therefore, seems to me to be

better to take originally pig iron of the Silicon and the approximate
density required holding a known Sulphur than to take a higher

Silicon pig than is necessary and melt it down twice, and this

especially in consideration of the manganese which will b«

eliminated, since if wre scheme to keep up the manganese in our
metal we must begin with pig carrying very high percentages of it,

and such pig will be certainly very high in Carbon.

I therefore fall back on the old-fashioned system of mixing
pig irons of first smelting and scrap, and I shall venture to indicati

certain principles and methods by which our arrangement of such
mixtures should be governed. And, hrst of all, I should like to
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say a word against that method which may be described as mixing-,

or grading, on the Silicon basis. When, a generation ago, the
influence of Silicon on the iron-carbide system in Cast Iron was
first discovered, it was clear that a most important scientific dis-

covery in connection with the properties of iron had been made-
It at once became apparent that the founder had been placed in

possession of a see ret by which he could much more readily control
the hardness and softness of his castings than by any method
previously known. The result of this was that founders at once
chose Silicon as a sole basis for adjusting- their mixtures and
regarded it at once as the governing element; and this considera-
tion of Silicon has persisted almost universally in foundries, and
to my mind has brought the trade of iron founding in its connection
with high grade mechanical construction almost to the verge of
ruin. Silicon is certainly one of the governing elements in Cast
Iron, but by no means the only one, and with the knowledge that

icists to-day regarding the influence of the other elements, the
eflects of different treatment and different temperatures, the in-

finitely extended understanding of the forms in which carbon may
be precipitated in iron, etc., it will be granted that the arrangement
of iron mixture on a Silicon basis is absolutely unscientific.

By this method many matters of equal importance are over-
looked. Surely an ironfounder called upon to make castings
against a difficult specification would do better to review the effects

ot the whole of the foreign elements in his iron, to take into con-
sideration how those elements will affect and be affected by his

melting-, how they interact, and how their presence or absence in

rtain quantities will govern the condition and behaviour of his

metal when it is tapped and poured. The most fatal mistake that
the ordinarily equipped founder can make when called upon to turn
>ut castings of high mechanical quality is to mix high and low
Silicon irons. It is against nature that such irons should melt
together or mix together. To bring up a percentage of hard, low
Siliron iron with a percentage of soft, high-Silicon iron, or to let

down a percentage of soft, high-Silicon iron with a percentage of

hard, low-Silicon iron is not " practical politics " as far as the
average founder melting in the Cupola is concerned. I am speak-
ing now of fine castings, such as those referred to by me earlier

on. The principal elements in Cast Iron are Silicon and Carbon,
and it will be found that the melting point and specific weight of
pig iron will be governed chiefly by these. I am almost prepared,
then, to lay it down as an axiom that to get a really fine casting,
and get it regularly, we must take nothing but irons for our mixture
reasonably alike as regards their Silicon and Carbon contents.

We >hall as nearly as possible in all our irons fix our Silicon and
Carbon at the figure we wish them to stand at in the mixture (and
where we want strength and density these will both be very low),

and we shall control hardness, which practically means the final

condition of the carbon and its quantity, by careful adjustment of

ulphur, manganese, and phosphorus.
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The second is, that we must be guided in the arrangement of

our mixture not only by the theoretical effect of certain percentage

of chemical element's on the finished casting, but also by the com-

bined effect of those elements on the physical phenomena ol melt-

ing and cooling. It is in the discovery of the correct balance

between these two factors that I consider the whole problem ol

iron-founding- lies. Supposing we pursue the chemical theory

alone as applied to < old Cast Iron, we shall be tempted to take the

purest possible pigs, especially as regards sulphur and phosphorus,

so that we may get a casting as nearly approximating steel in

homogeneity as po ible. This is no doubt an attractive id but

unfortunately we f\w\ that it is not easy to car- out in practice,

since our metal, when melted by the Cupola, is lacking in ftuidit

and, through want of heat and life, cannot expel its gases, slags

or oxides before solidification, the result being blown 01 >th< rwisc

defective castings. It is useless, therefore, to persist with what 1

may term the '''irreducible-minimum" theory of phosphorus and

sulphur for ordinal Cupola-melted metal, though 1 quit admil

that the dangers may be less in one foundry than in another,

aco ding to the tvp. ,nd arrangement of the blow and the furna< e

and the skill of the operators. It is therefore n< rv, in order

to get a casting free from flaws and having a close and regular

molecular si icture throughout, to introduce more of i 1

elements into our iron that promote heat and widen the ran- ol

fluidity of our metal, and we shall find that the elements - '

useful in that direction are manganese and phosphorus. W< II

find that both of these may be raised to an astonishing dej ev< n

where sulphur already high, without injuring strength, pn

always that the melting is properly don< and that full ad\ ntaj •

is tal i n in the casting operations of the liveliness and fluidity oi

tin 1 yielded, and ^<>n^ as the graphitic ( irbon in thi

casting is really low.

The gist of this principle i- this • that the final spa

density of the castii will be tl index f its mechani al an

plv ical quality rather than its chemical analysi within I

course, reasonable limits, and this specific density is tnon i I

achieved with a hot fluid and li el metal holding fair qi intil

of phosphorus, mam n< and sulphur than with an ideal iron

aim t fr- from thi elements. The qui tioa might po ibl

asked, if fluidity is the » et of si, will not a high SilicoJ

mixtu gfiv< us thai fluidi" ? Tl i< fluidity of stltcious it n is to

\ U-e ablished a f to be tr.-r ed by me, but mj o\ p '« I

exp is that the fluidit of Silicon, thoi h v< y gi i] while

it lasts, i narrow in ran^ nd thai the. iolidifr it -n siltCH

ir i is mor rapid once a 'in amount of h< t is k>st than '1

solidification of pho^phorie or m;mganif< »n m» it. I
,

proof of this li in the well-known phenom >a which W< all li<|

shrinka in molten iron. Thi liquid shrinkat< or suction i

ertainly <lu< d to a minimum in ) h Sili< ( >n mixtu :

•
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all founders are familiar with the rapidity and duration of it in

strong- irons, and particularly with high manganese. Personally,

there is nothing I view with more satisfaction when my mould has

been filled with white-hot metal than the sinking of the metal in

the dead-head and feeders, providing I am satisfied that my mould-

ing material is sufficiently refractory and porous, and that the

whole structure is properly vented. I do not pretend here that I

am uttering the pure milk of the scientific world; I am merely men-

tioning matters of practical experience. I do not understand the

phenomena governing the fluidity of irons of different chemical

composition, "but I do know that it is extremely difficult, if not

impossible, for me to get a tight casting of high specific weight

with silicious iron, however fluid, and that it is easy for me to get

it with a low silicon iron fairly high in manganese, sulphur and

phosphorus.

Now you will have gathered that I hold that in order to get a

considerably improved Cast Iron such as is represented by the

samples and figures bid before you to-day, certain conditions are

necessary.

The different irons in the mixture must all have a low silicon.

They should, if possible, all have a low Carbon, but in any

case the 'final total carbon figure of the mixture must be low.

The mixture should be rich in Manganese and fairly rich in

phosphorus.

The Sulphur may stand at a higher figure than that generally

considered as the limit by the analyst.

The brands of pig iron which are most conveniently available

for my use for purposes of practical experiment are naturally those

brands belonging to the Company with whom I am associated, and

these include certain irons which, in different combinations, will give

the desired result for different castings. The actual mixture from

which the results tabulated were obtained is as follows :

—

30%
20%
25%
25

c

of FRODAIR Pig-

of BEARCLIFFE Pig.

of COLD BLAST Fig.

of Hard Selected Grey Scrap

These irons are all smelted in England, and the following is a

rough description of them :

—

FRODAIR is a dense iron carrying a low Silicon and a very

low Carbon, but melting very hot and fluid by reason of fairly high

percentages' of phosphorus and manganese. Sulphur about -oS%.

BEARCLIFFE is a tough iron of the true Hematite class

arrying about 1% of Silicon,' a moderate Carbon, low phosphorus

and high manganese. Sulphur about -12%.

9
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The COLD BLAST used is a coke iron with the typical Cold-

Blast analysis, very low Carbon and Silicon, medium phosphorus,

sulphur and manganese.

SCRAP IROX used for the job was not analysed but taken

on trust. It was judged to hold low Silicon, medium carbon, high

sulphur, medium phosphorus and manganese.

In the mixture 30% of FRODAIR is taken to make absolutely

-aire of the heat and fluidity of the metal and as a really low < arbon
basis for the specification; :o of BE.\K( LI II L will keep pi -

phorus within sale limits and will help fluiditv by reason of its

manganese; 25% of COLD BLAST is now added to n stori thi

carbon figure which has been raised somewhat by the BEAR-
CLIFFE, to keep sulphur within i tsonable limits, and to guard
against extreme hardness. These last two irons give most of the

strength and toughness to the mixture. The scrap is u d as an
eonorny, and as much of it might hav< been taken as the carbon

and sulphur figure in the specification would have allowed.

Ail the 1 ponents have about the same Silicon With tin -1

irons mixed in this manner eastings can be produced which v aid,

I think, ans\ r many purposes for which steel to-day is used
Supposing for the moment it be granted that this proposition IS

warranted and that it is open to any founder pn n to US< this

ind of mixture and extend his busim in high grad< istings foi

steam, hydraulic, pneumatic, oil, gas nd other 1 1 gines and ]
1

and other branchi of mechanical construct! 1 , t t is for .

nent discuss the methods by which such a mixture 1 n b 1*

melted and < ~;tst. The firs! - ential point is, that tin meltii b<

done as rapidb ind as hoi as possible. Thi 1 trouble in man)
foundries is that the ( ola will not melt quick] md falls 1 ^ l

deal behind its scheduled 1 pacity in this resp< I would ad
all tl who ai troubled in thi iy to tackle their whole meltii

installation from the motor or engine to the ( upohi spout cii

lly, comprehensively and entifi illy. Th< failure will

nerallv be dui to the blast, ; t nd noi 1.'. my mi ns to lai k I

1

pressure, but prol bly, on the othi r hand, to too much
th< -n at bulk of which will 1* repn nted by inadequate ti • ra

nd n <n< 1
t the furnn- < and in the pipe O tini 1

Ian I would suggest to 1 ulati his imp. tant mait is 1
•«

imple. ( ulatii 5,000ft of air for li ton of iron melt I,

reckon what quantity of ir per minute the blower or f 1
^ :

I

liver at it outlet in a< rdano th th. scheduled <

the ( upola, that is to say, the weight of ir i it should i ell

given time, i\ thai u havi a blowing machine
•

1 deliver th ntitr . ir at that vel< which i
1

n 55 ir\ > con 1 freely inti furn presui that

pip w ind 1m i tu\< 50 r ^ulated in

to -ran. iWi n e to the n o( 1 li*- blowi lb
\el will \ar\ mewhal with th<- s\yt of the furnaci with
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the distance which the air has to travel after its first obstruction b)

the charge. The flow of air under pressure is a question very little

understood in the foundry, and most foremen would be astonished

if thev knew what vast quantities of air will flow at high velocity

through, say, io-inch unobstructed pipes under a very few ozs. ol

pressure. The foreman should fix his pressure gauge on his blast-

pipe just before it joins the fan casino-, and this, I submit, is the

only useful place in which a foundry gauge can be placed. He
then gels the indication he wants, i.e., the amount of air his Ian is

delivering, because a given velocity is the result of a given pressure

and the volume is according to the veloeitv when the area of the

pipe is known. However, supposing we imagine that the air ha

free exit into the furnace through the wind-box and tuyeres, there

will still be some loss of the effective work represented by the

pressure at the fan through friction in the connections, and this

will varv according to the length of the connections and their

mg s and. bends. These latter are almost impossible to reckon

with accurately, and all I can say is, have no angles or bends; but

the loss b\ friction in a fairly straight pipe can be estimated and

can be provided for by a higher initial pressure, or by the requisite

increase in the size of the pipe in the direction of the Cupola. The
theory then is : let the blower deliver the right quantity of air at

its outlet, make sure that this air passes under all circumstances

freely into the Cupola, and this can only be done by having your

total tin re area two or three times as great as the area of the

blower outlet so that there may be a wide margin for stoppages

in front of the tuyeres throughout the heat. It may be asked, how
an- we to know what quantity of air is delivered by our blowers?
Either you must find a firm supplying these instruments upon
whose statements you can absolutely rely, or vou must learn to

c alculate for yourselves, and this latter is by far the best way. As
regards Centrifugal fans you will find all the necessary instruction

and information in Kinealy's book, set forth in a lucid, practical

and fairly popular way, and by studying the arguments and formula

therein you will soon be enabled to find what volume of air is repre-

sented by the pressures registered on your gauge. Neither time

nor the title of this lecture permits of my dealing with the economical

aspeets of this question of blast supply. I have merely mentioned

the matter here because I believe it is at the bottom of nearly all

bad melting, and because, for the purposes of our improved Cast

Iron, we must have our mixture melted fast and melted hot.

Now, having brought down our mixture white hot we must

get it into the mould as nearly as possible at that heat, that is to

say we must pour our metal as hot as ever we can get it. I do

not believe in the dull metal theory of casting. I suppose we could

all quarrel very much about this question of pouring temperature;

metallurgists, experts, chemists, melters and moulders are always

discussing it and disagreeing about it. My own experience is, the

hotter the casting temperature the better the casting as regards

ii



density and strength. If I am asked to say why, I can only offer a

humble opinion; the phenomena of cooling' iron arc too uncertain
and complex to admit of more than this. I think that the hotter
the iron the more the impurities are held in solution, Le., that as

the process of cooling- proceeds molten iron throws out more dirt,

or scum, or oxides. The hotter we pour our iron the more rapid
is the cooling* process in the mould, that is to say, that the tempera-
ture will come down over a wider range in the same time with hot
than with dull metal, and hence the time for oxidation and other
re-actions is correspondingly reduced. Further, it must be remem-
bered that there is a vast molecular activity in molten metal, and
the greater the heat the greater that activity, the more complete
the expulsion of gases. I do not think there is any temperature in

iron melted in a Cupola which warrants a delay in pouring, and
we must not look in this matter to steel-founding- for a lesson
Steel is melted and cast at much higher temperatures than those
attainable in the iron-foundrv. Of course it is understood that

-

the hotter the iron the greater must be the care and the wider tin

scope of venting, the more resistent and refractory the mould, and
the more ample and skilful the feeding.

The question may be put to me, in what practical way are iron-
founders going to benefit by supplying an improved Cast Iron? I

will answer that, to begin with, by another question. Has not thi

industry of iron-founding suffered both loss and dig-nil v through
the continual rejection of Cast Iron by engineers for all work where
Specifications demand more than the British Admiralty tests for

transverse and tensile strengths. What I claim is, that th#
potential strength and mechanical qualities of Cast Iron are much
higher than what is demanded by the severest Specifications laid

down by modern engineers, and I argue from that that there is

big range of castings now lo^t to Cast Iron which can be brought
back into the foundry as soon as the engineer can be convin d

that higher Specifications can be met. Let us look at this for a

moment in a practical way and take the case of cylindrical casting
subject to internal pressure. For thin cylinders I take the ordinar)
engineer's formula, i.e., thickness equals diameter multiplied b
working- pressure, divided by twice the safe working stress of th
material. Now if we take 9 tons as the tensile strength of Cast
Iron and a factor of safety of 6 (which factor I will adhere t

throughout all cases) we get a divisor in our formula of 3 ton
Mr. Pettigrew in his book on the locomotive (a standard work
reduces this to 5,000 lbs.^tVe., under 2} tons, so he apparently wi
not trust Cast Iron even to have a 9 ton tensile strength. How-
ever, we stick to our 3 tons, and taking a steam cylinder of 1 -in.

diameter and a pressure of 150 lbs., we find we require a wall
thickness of 5/14 of an inch. But supposing our ( t Iron will

stand a 15 ton tensile test we then, by the ime formula, gel
necessary wall thickness of 3/14 of an inch—a saving of Jths in

our material. For engine cylinders the thickn. s^ against bur ini

12



stress is, of course, largely reinforced by extra thickness against

piston abrasion; our improved Cast Iron will have much better

wearing qualities as well as much higher tensile strength, and the

engineer will soon find he can also considerably cut down his allow-

ance Tor re-boring. Take a hydraulic cylinder with a diameter ot

8 inches and a pressure of 1,500 lbs. per square inch. For this

class of construction, where the thickness of the metal will be great

in proportion to the bore, we require another formula, since allow-

ance must be made for the diminished stress on the outer layers of

the cylinder wall. I use a formula kindly worked out for me after

impartial consideration of the whole problem by an engineering

friend of mine, Mr. Leslie Sadler, of Bradford. With Admiralty

Cast Iron we get a wall thickness of 247 iris., with our improved

Cast Iron we reduce this to 1*27 in., practically half. The section

would, of course, be less with a good mild steel, but I submit that

where an engineer might reject a section of, say, 2^ ins. in Cast

Iron, he might adopt one of, say, ij in preference to steel.

It is these direct and concrete considerations which lead me to

urge founders to re-adopt the tensile test for Cast Iron. The trans-

verse test is not a direct indication of the tensile strength. It is

at the best only a comparative test, and is only of value in that

r >pect in testing similar types of iron. The difficulty of the even

grip and pull on the tensile test-piece has been overcome in the best

laboratories, and the tensile test on the round bar is a much more

reliable index of the quality of Cast Iron than the load test on a

square bar. The square bar is a bad shape, its angles offending the

most rudimentary principles of design in Cast Iron constructions.

And further, and perhaps most important of all, it will be found

that a high tensile record will never accompany that kind of hard-

ness which means trouble in machining, so that this test will always

keep the founder on absolutely safe ground when his castings get

through into the fitting shop. Beyond the question of raised

strength and decreased section and weight in castings there lie

olher possibilities. It is impossible for me to give a number of

concrete cases; let it suffice to say that it is within our powers to

issue eastings of much harder and denser and more elastic material

than the engineer is accustomed to receive from the iron foundry.

By increased strength and density, and, above all, by greater regu-

larity of quality and skill in manufacture, many of those^ strains

;n id stresses and erosive, mordant and abrasive actions which it is

the tendency of our age to meet by Steel may be met by Cast Iron.

On the occasion of a recent visit to Norway—a country now making

ver\ great advances in the engineering industry—I was discussing

the question of the size and section of iron screw propellers with a

local firm of shipbuilders. My friend was complaining, and quite

justly, of the great bulk and ungraceful shape of these and deplor-

ing the fact" that the larger they were the more ugly and

unscientific they looked. I ascertained that the Norwegian Lloyds

prescribe beyond certain limits of dimension an extra half-inch of
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section of the blade shoulder for every extra 6 inches oi diameter
of the screw. The tensile test of the metal is only 8 tons. M\
proposition was, that for each succeeding increase of 6 ins. in

diameter there should be an extra ton ol tensile strength in tin

iron, the section at the .-boulder remaining the same. I was asked
to approach the Norwegian Lloyds with this suggestion. I did

so, and it was accepted. Later 1 saw some propellers made by m\,
friend to the new specification, and the improvement in line and in

driving efficiency was quite wonderful. Here was a case in whieli

iron was getting a lair chance. The old method was simply a long

step towards the abandonment of iron lor bronze, because in the

larger screws the shape soon became so ugly and the bulk so

enormous thai the engineer would not have them at all; by the new
method the ironfounder was encouraged to improve his material

and keep a hold on the orders.

Perhaps 1 am offering a counsel of perfection, and I admit I

do not have to live by the profits ol ironfounding—perhaps I am
running my head up against a brick wall, still I venture to ask
why not, instead of wildly competing in the direction of cheapness
and of the substitution of soulless mechanism for intelligent handi-
craft, compete to turn out a better iron to meet the advancing speci-

fications oi to-day; an iron reinforced against water-hammer in

pipes and valves, against back-lash in gears, against the growth
induced by variations of temperature, against the shock of the

hammer and the fret of the piston, against the bite of acid and till

sweat of heat.
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RECORDS of TENSILE and TRANSVERSE STRENGTHS and SPECIFIC

WEIGHTS of MIXTURES of PIG IRON (FIRST SMELTINGS) & SCRAP IRON.

TENSILE TRANSVERSE (Si andard bar)

Specimen I ons Breaking Load Deflection Spec 1 lie Weight

No. per sq. inch. Tons. Inches (water 1).

MIXTURE No. 1.

i *I5-I4 7-237

2 I&39 7.230

3 7.240

4 7-225

5
7.227

6 7.215

7 16.26 1 .76 •35

8 1 7 .60 1 .89 .38

9 i5- 2 7 i .go ..JO

10 1 .854 4375

ii • i.870 .4687

12 1.825 .4062

13 16.34

14 16.83

15 16.60

if> 15-86

17 15-53

Mean Tensile Stren gth of to tests — [640 tons.

14
Transverse ,, „ 6 '»

— 1.85 ton^-.

MIXTURE No. 3.

i 16.10 7.240

2 14.36 7.214

3
7-303

*-*

4
7.207

1

5

6

7.207

7.198

7 15.48 *1.24 •25

8 16.76 1.77 .40

9 H-93 1-54 .32

IO 16.62 7.217

ii 17-35 7.206

12 7-250

• *3
7.221

H 7.244

15
7.212

Mean Tensile Stren.gth of 7 1tests 15.943 tons per sq. inch.

NOTES : Mixture No. I consists of FRODAIR brands of coke hot-blast pig

some cold-blast coke iron and with scrap iron.

Mixture No. 3 consists of FRODAIR brands of coke hot-blast pig

and scrap iron.

All tests made by R. H. H. Stanger, Westminster Testing Laboratories.

* These test pieces revealed flaws when fractured.
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